
Cubs Naturalist Activity Badge       

1. Learn how to identify six different living things from two of these categories: 

o trees 

o garden birds 

o water birds 

o minibeasts and insects 

o wild flowers 

o pond dwellers 

o fungi 

o butterflies and moths 

That means you should have 12 examples in total. 

You could pick something on this list that you can see or find in your garden or from your window. 

For instance, even the smallest patch of grass or a single pot of flowers will have a variety of insects 

crawling around in it, if you look closely enough, and birds, butterflies and bees will fly over.  If you 

need to do your survey from a window, what trees or birds can you see? Just be imaginative and study 

what you see.  Happy spotting!  

Please record your findings; either by drawing, photographing, describing, pressing flowers etc or a 

mixture of all of them! 

2. Over three months, visit the same natural area at least four times and record the 

changes. 

You could stand in the same spot in your garden or by a window, and just look or listen for a few 

minutes.  What do the trees and flowers look like?  How many birds or insects can you see?  What can 

you hear? How is this different to the last time you looked? Record your thoughts, it only needs to be 

a sentence or two. 

3. Learn the countryside code and how to follow it. 

Write down what the Code is and explain, in a couple of sentences, how you could follow it. 

4. Choose one of these activities to do or something similar: 

a. Create a piece of art using natural material. You could do a bark or leaf rubbing, 

dried flower picture or maybe a collage. 

b. Use a dye that uses natural ingredients to colour a piece of material. 

c. Make a feeding station for birds. Get permission to hang it in a good position. 

d. Make a hedgehog, ladybird or bee house. 

e. With an adult pick wild edible berries, leaves or fruit. Use them in a recipe. 

Other possible ideas are: make a bird box; study a particular animal or bird; undertake a bird/insect 

survey in your garden; make a wildlife area in your garden; or anything else you can think of that 

helps or studies wildlife. 

Record whatever you do with photos and / or descriptions. 


